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Editorial
Impression,
impact,
and
influence are the
three aspects of a
person’s political
life and social life.
The
impression
of an ideology,
the impact of
said
ideology
on people around
him, and the
influence
a
political
leader
brings
to
bear
upon
the society around him. All this might
sound confusing but it is this very
labyrinthine manner in which politics
works! Before you go on to read about
the
controversial
and
important
aspects of what’s happening around the
world, we need to know the philosophy
of politics. The one thing about
politics is that it never stops; be it any
context, any time. Each time we think
there’s a period of lull, lo and behold,
a new crisis is foisted upon the world!
However, the important thing is to
keep analyzing events and to have an
opinion. One must be aware that even
though one may not take interest in
politics, politics always takes an interest
in you! It is not mandatory to be
politically vocal, but rather to have an
ability to evaluate things critically. We need
to talk about what has been happening
around us, be it the Nupur Sharma
case, or the Roe vs Wade judgement.
Judging from what’s happening around
us, we are living in times of deep conflict,
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flux, and a lack of trust. Think about
it. One controversial statement has
the potential to set the nation on fire!
While in principle, nobody should claim
their opinion is the only ‘just’ opinion.
For me, this editorial is the start of many
conversations, but on a larger scale,
this magazine is the start of a conversation.
The fact is that we have so much to
talk about but we don’t, because, again,
we like to be apolitical, and that is
deeply
troubling
to
me.
Starting
a
conversation
is
important,
and it is our belief that once we initiate
it, people will participate. I believe
that this magazine plays that role, and
encourages conversations and firming
of opinions. We bring you the WELMUN
Edition to show you what’s happening
and what’s our take on it. This magazine
allows
everybody
to
voice
their
opinion and put it in front of many.
This is what freedom of speech is. This
edition discusses issues like Boris
Johnson, Roe vs. Wade’s judgement, and
others. I hope you all have a fruitful
conference ahead, and deliberate more
and more about the things that are
relevant and important enough to be
discussed. Hopefully, this week will start
many new conversations and forge new
connections
between
people.

Agastya Raj Pahwa
Editor In-Chief
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Canada Bill C-11
The parliament of the North American country
Canada proposed the Online Streaming Act,
which is more commonly known as Bill C-11.
The Minister of Canadian Heritage Steven
Guilbeault introduced the act as an amendment
to the Broadcasting Act, which is better
known as Bill C-10 which was passed in
the House of Commons, the lower house
of the Canadian parliament on June 22,
2021. However, the bill failed to pass the
Senate before Canada’s parliament was
dissolved for federal elections. The
same act was then amended due to
the increased prominence of digital
media and reintroduced as the
Online Streaming Act during the
first session of the 44th Canadian
parliament in February 2022.
Since then, the act has again
succeeded in passing through
the House of Commons
which it did on June
21, 2022. Although, the
decision from the senate is
still pending, chances that
the bill passes are still high.

Canadian consumers and as if this wasn’t already
bad enough, the CRTC also gets to decide which
Canadian
creator’s
videos
are
recommended
more to watchers.
Th e r e f o r e ,
leaving only one way
for Canadian creators
to make money— by
hoping that the style
of their videos
matches
what
the
Canadian
parliament likes!
The bill has caused
so
much
controversy
in the past
few
months
that it has
also caused
YouTube to
come
out
and explain
to creators the effects
of the bill. It goes into further
detail about how the YouTube
recommendation system which
helps viewers find content that they
might find entertaining will instead
become controlled by the Canadian
government and give them the power
to promote whatever
they desire to their
citizens. Even the former
commissioner of CRTC
has come out and stated,
“granting a government
agency authority over legal
user generated content —
particularly when backed
up by the government’s
musings about taking down
websites —
doesn’t just infringe on free expression,

The bill originally contained
a clause that excluded content
uploaded by users on various
social media platforms unless
they are an owner, operator or
affiliate of the platform. This clause
was unfortunately removed from the
bill in April 2021 as it was possible
for creators to find a loophole.
For example, musicians can
upload music on their YouTube
channels thus not having to send
a report to the CRTC. The bill also
empowers the Canadian Radiotelevision and Telecommunication
Commission better known as CRTC
to control platforms such as YouTube in
order to promote Canadian content creators to
IV
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it constitutes a full-blown assault upon it and,
through it, the foundations of democracy.”
The bill has yet to be passed by the Canadian senate
however historically the senate usually goes along
with the decisions of the House of Commons, so
the chances that the bill becomes an official law are
still high. This has caused several Canadian content
creators to come out and raise awareness about the
bill to their respective audiences. If the bill were

Naxa

passed it might affect not only
Canadians but other countries as well. It is
possible that if the bill is passed, other countries
might follow suit with their own version of Bill
C-11. There are several ways through which
content creators are trying to prevent the bill
from passing such as through the website
digitalfirstcanada.ca. At this point the best we
can do is hope that the senate doesn’t pass a bill
like this.
and recruiting the population within the Red Corridor.
The Naxalites have frequently attacked the police,
tribals, and government officials in their so-called
fight for improved land rights and jobs for neglected
farmers and the poor. The PLGA approximately had
6,500 to 9,500 militants in 2013, with most of them
being equipped with small arms. The Naxalites claim
that they are carrying out a rural rebellion similar to a
“people’s war” against the government, and since their
areas of influence in the Red Corridor are remote and
under-developed, it makes them even more appealing
to the Adivasi communities. In terms of recruitment,
the Naxalites focus extensively on the idea of a
revolutionary personality and believe that recruits
should be selfless and ready to sacrifice themselves
for the cause. The violence by Naxals was at its alltime peak between 2004-2013 after the formation of
the Communist Party of India (Maoist) in 2004 which
gave the Naxalites a bigger platform to influence a
larger population of Adivasis and forest-dwellers.
Furthermore, the correlation between the area of activity
and the coal rich areas cannot be ignored, since it points
to the Naxalites’ financial base as a major factor for
their sustenance. Naxalites have extracted an estimated
1400 crore from the Red Corridor, and while they claim
that they have spent some of it in building schools and
dams, it is astounding to see how diverse their financial
base is. Not only do they profit from the mining
industry, but they also fund themselves through drug
trade. An estimated 40% of the Naxal funding comes
through the cultivation and distribution of opium.

In March 1967, the rural village of Naxalbari
in West Bengal initiated
an
uprising
influenced
by the Communist Party
of India that led to a prolonged insurgency
that became one of the biggest internal security
challenges that the Indian Government has ever
faced. The 1967 uprising gave birth to the NaxaliteMaoist insurgency which has sustained to this date.
A Naxalite is defined as an individual who is a member
of an armed revolutionary group advocating Maoist
communism, using violence to capture power which
translates to a form of communism in which state
power is captured through armed insurgency and mass
mobilisation. Initially, the word Naxalite was used to
describe people involved in the Naxalbari uprising, but
as the insurgency gradually grew, it came to be used for
all people advocating Maoist communism and using
violence to capture power. The Indian Government
describes the situation as one of ‘the longest and most
lethal’ homegrown insurgencies across the globe.
The major influence zone of LWE is the Red Corridor,
which is the area comprising parts of Bihar, Chhattisgarh,
Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, West Bengal, Madhya
Pradesh, Telangana and Maharashtra. The area has been
subject to the major part of LWE (Left-Wing Extremism)
violence, with the Naxalite-Maoist Insurgency having
the strongest presence here. Moreover, the districts
making up the Red Corridor are among the poorest in
the country, thus making it easier for the Naxalites to
influence the population. This is one of the main reasons
that makes the Red Corridor a stronghold for the
Naxalites even after all these years. Though it has been
steadily declining in terms of geographical coverage
as well as violent incidents, the armed wing of the
Naxalite-Maoists (PLGA) remains active in influencing

Although the insurgency has drastically reduced in
scale since 2013, the frequency of violent incidents
has seen spikes here and there over the past decade.
Though well-nigh impossible, the Naxalites’ goal of
establishing an Indian communist state is a threat
to Indian democracy, a threat which the various
governments have dealt with over the past half-century.

V
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NDA’s PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE
With the term of India’s current president Mr.
Ram Nath Kovind coming to an end on July
25th, India is looking forward to welcoming its
new president. As the post of President of India
is highly coveted, the two political alliances
are trying their level best to make sure that
their candidate ends up getting the post of the
president. The vote to fill the office of the president
is scheduled to take place on July 18th and it will
decide the successor to the current president.
Parties have announced their nominees for the
upcoming election. The NDA have nominated
Droupadi Murmu. The INC-led UPA has
decided to name Yashwant Sinha, a former BJP
leader as their presidential candidate. The NDAbacked Droupadi Murmu has a high probability
of succeeding Ram Nath Kovind. If elected
president, she would be the first tribal president
and the second women president of India.
Droupadi Murmu is a politician who has a lot
of firsts to her credit. She was the first woman
and tribal leader in Odisha to be appointed as
governor of any state. She also served as the
governor of Jharkhand from 2015 to 2021; the
first governor to complete a five-year term in the
state, and the first lady governor of Jharkhand.
Coming from the position of Junior Assistant at
the Irrigation and Power Department of Odisha,
she has now risen to the spot of NDA’s presidential
candidate. She showed great courage in her life,
as her husband and two sons died in 2014 due to
various causes. She joined BJP in 1997, starting
her political career as the councillor of the
Rairangpur Nagar Panchayat later taking lead as
the chairperson of Rairangpur Nagar Panchayat.
She also served as the national vice-president of
BJP Scheduled Tribe Morcha. She later served
as minister in Odisha with Independent Charge
for Commerce and Transportation for two years;
later she become the Governor of Jharkhand,
and now she is the presidential candidate for
NDA. She has earned great respect in her tenure
as an MLA and minister in the state. With
such vast experience in politics, there is no
VI

doubt that she would make a good president.
With all this, there is a question that arises, why
Murmu? What’s the motive of NDA for making
her the new Presidential candidate? This is
because the BJP hopes to strengthen its image
among tribal voters. In addition, the party is now
sure of getting support from the ruling BJD in
Odisha. Odisha CM and BJD leader Navin Patnaik
have welcomed Murmu’s candidature indicating
their support for her. The president of Shiv Sena,
Uddhav Thackeray also showed support for
Droupadi Murmu. Murmu’s candidature would
put Jharkhand chief minister and JMM leader
Hemant Soren in a fix. Soren’s party is known
for its tribal politics and it would be difficult for
him to oppose a tribal woman. BJP also hopes
to get support from smaller parties like the
Bharatiya Tribal Party, which
h a s
MLAs in the states
of
Gujarat
and
R ajasthan.
Many
hopes
are tied to the
presidency
of
Droupadi
Murmu and the
BJP is trying
everything in
their power to
make sure that
the next president
of India is her, as
it brings in a lot
of support from
the people of
Jharkhand and
Odisha,
states
which the BJP does
not govern. I hope
she wins the elections
and I wish her the best
for her presidency!
- Aryan Halan
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THE AGNEEPATH SCHEME
Introduction
On 14 June 2022, the government of
‘Agneepath scheme’, which lays out a
defense infrastructure due to the liability
on upgrading infrastructure, weapons
personnel dense force.

India announced a scheme called the
solution to the problem of inefficient
of pensions. The new scheme puts onus
and software rather than maintaining a

Disadvantages

Advantages

The scheme will not include long
tenures, pensions and other
benefits, which were there
in the old system, thus
wiping out considerable
government jobs in a
countr y

This scheme cuts out pensions to
save money and modernize
weaponry while providing
four-year
employment
and a lumpsum of Rs. 12
lakhs at the end of the
service,

where
getting
private jobs is already
difficult for the educated
young. So, the main
disadvantages are short
length of service, no pensions, and
the 17.5 to 21-year age limit because
of which many current aspirants have
been rendered ineligible to serve in
the Indian armed forces.

as part of the
Seva Nidhi Package.
Moreover, 25% of the
Agniveers will be selected
for permanent commission
for further 15 years based on merit.
The Government of India has promised
preference to Agniveers in government
and paramilitary services (though this is
speculative at best).

Main
feature
This scheme declares the new meth- od of recruitment in the armed forces,
in which forty-six thousand new recruits aged 17.5 to 23 years will be selected and engaged in the armed forces. They will hold non-commissioned ranks for a fixed period
of 4 years which includes 6 months of training. Such recruits will be called Agniveers

VII
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On January 22nd, 1973, the U.S Supreme Court made
a landmark decision which stated that the Constitution
of the USA protects the general choice of undergoing
an abortion. This judgement permitted abortion up to
the first two trimesters of pregnancy in the USA. This
specific case was voted in favour of Jane Roe (Norma
McCorvey) by seven judges, while the other two were
against. This sparked outrage and debate about religious
beliefs, about who has the moral high ground when it
comes to taking someone’s life. The standard question
here was simple: are you pro-life or pro-women? This
question seems to be pretty unnecessary because it
creates a situation where if you are pro-life, you are antiwomen, which clearly concludes that you are anti-life
in another aspect. Now, this decision by the late Chief
Justice Warren Burger was just the first step towards
women’s liberty and the right to have a choice. Little
did we know that this walk towards liberty would be
disturbed by the conservatives who believe that, by killing
a fetus, embryo, or placenta, we are killing a life. On the
24th of June 2022, the Roe vs Wade case decision was
overturned by the US Supreme Court with a 5-4 majority.
These are the facts of the case, which we all know.
Interestingly, Donald Trump has claimed that the
three conservative judges who voted against the Roe
VS Wade Judgment were nominated by him. Donald
Trump, with this statement, justifies his embarrassing
loss and his infamous ban from Twitter. Republicans
have shown immense support for the judgement and
claim to be pro-lifers. The logic of
their argument is that if a woman
wants to abort a child she doesn’t
wish to have, she should think
first about the embryo (which she
can’t even feel) and then about her
whole life and career. The question
is, will she be a good mother to
the child she wanted to abort,
and will she be able to provide
all the resources a baby needs?
In my opinon, the people
who support the judgement
are not pro-lifers but simply
anti-women. It is a fact
that fetal perception of pain
cannot occur before twentyfour weeks of gestation.
The argument isn’t even about
what pseudo-lifers believe, but
about the woman’s personal choice.

WAR ON
The rage has been on such a massive scale
that people from different backgrounds
have demonstrated in front of the
U.S. Supreme Court. A number of
politicians and 2020 presidential
candidates, including Kirsten
Gillibrand, Bernie Sanders, and
Pete Buttigieg, spoke to the
crowd, advocating for better
reproductive rights. Out of the
many posters being carried by
the protesters, some of them
stated “Abortion on demand and
without apology,” while others said
“Abortion is older than the police,
the church, and the state”. Such posters
show us the impact and symbolism of the
judgement. On the other hand, in India,
abortion has been legal for more than 50
years now under the Medial Termination
of Pregnancy Act, 1971. This allows
the woman in question to abort if
the termination span falls under
20 weeks and is performed
by a medical professional

ROE
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WOMEN
at a recognized medical institution.
With abortion rights being a big
matter of discussion all over the
world, it is also important to
throw some light on the root
cause of all of it, which is sex
education. A huge section
of people in India have
no information about sex
education. It’s a shame
on us that we pass on
the same old oppressive
mindsets to the younger
generations. One of the most
ignored concepts in India is
the usage of contraceptives while
having sexual intercourse, such as
condoms, oral pills, loops, or Copper-T.
Contraceptives are considered a societal
shame, and no one encourages their use. We
also need to make sure that people know
the importance of consent. The concept
of consent shouldn’t be ignored,
but should be a widespread
issue that needs to be clearly
understood. If a woman
doesn’t want a baby,
it’s her body,
and nobody

should have control over what she wants. The
government is not one to tell people how they should
live their lives. In that case, it’s not governing the nation
but ruling the nation. It’s not the state that has to bear
nine months of pain and a lifetime of compromise.
In my opinion, we Indians also need to discuss this
matter. First, it’s inhumane what the judgement states.
Second, this news needs more coverage and people,
especially men, should be educated about what’s
happening. We might not be the oppressed, but we are
ones who can end this systematic oppression through
awareness and actions. As Indians, we do need to
understand that no country is immune from bad laws.
It can hit us any day, at any moment. Democracy is
very new as a concept, and like that, many concepts are
new and can be abolished just because a fascist regime
desires to demolish them. In India, the chance of this
happening is relatively low. In rural India, couples do
want babies, but boys mostly. The concepts of child
planning and overpopulation are widely ignored
in India and are neglected in every way possible.
Last month, social media was driven by a similar kind
of news. It was about a ten-year-old girl who sought an
abortion as she was six weeks & three days pregnant.
Abortion rights advocates, including US President Joe
Biden, pointed to the incident as a cruel consequence
of the court’s decision. Though a municipal court judge
set bail of $2 million for the culprit, Gerson Fuentes
of Columbus, Ohio, who had confessed to raping the
ten-year old, the girl wasn’t given justice in any way.
Money cannot simply solve the
problem here. Just think
about the girl; her body
cannot be sold for any
amount of money!
We are living
in times where
the government
can
rule
anybody’s body!
Is this the kind of
progress that many
revolutionaries hoped for?
It’s not about what pro-lifers
believe. Who are they to judge? How can they
have a say in somebody’s choices? After saying
and seeing so much, we still have to say that this
is a man’s world. We still haven’t progressed
enough, and this judgement and its
consequences say the same. All we can say
now is to buckle up. We have a war to fight,
against the system and against the bigots.

WADE
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FALL OF THE WEST
Foreign Minister, S. Jai Shankar once
exclaimed in an interview, “Europe has to
grow out of the mindset that its problems
are the world’s problems but the world’s
problems are not Europe’s problems. “

United Kingdom: Once
the largest colonizer
in the world until the
mid-twentieth century,
UK has been politically
unstable lately. Even
after vowing to continue
his tenure as Prime
Minister,
Boris
Johnson has finally
resigned. He was
the person who led
the conservatives
to their biggest
election victory since
1987 but then what
actually led to the fall
of Boris Johnson (Bojo)?
There
are many factors that led to the fall of Bojo and
these activities took place gradually. It started
with him breaking lockdown rules himself in
the year 2020 when he partied lavishly on his
birthday. As soon as this was made public,
people raised their voices because, on one hand,
there were huge fines that common people
had to pay if they broke rules but on the other
hand, the Prime Minister was himself violating
the laws established by his own government.
He also issued a formal apology which proved
the hypocrisy on his part. There also have been
questions about Johnson’s lack of focus and
ideas. His fall was imminent after his deputy
chief whip Chris Pincher’s affair of drinking too
much in a private club, ultimately embarrassing
the government went public. And finally, the
resignation of approximately 23 ministers
from the cabinet sealed that Johnson’s fall was
inevitable. Now the question is, will the Indian
origin Rishi Sunak become the Prime Minister
of the United Kingdom or will it be Liz Truss?

A

mid this Russo-Ukrainian conflict, it was
believed that the West will prevail over Russia
but the past three months have left the world
awestruck seeing the political instability in
Western countries. It was expected that this war
may lead to Putin’s fall, but if we see the current
scenario of world politics it is not the so-called
Dictator of Europe (Vladimir Putin) who is
falling but the Western governments which are
facing a political crisis and are internally divided.
Here are some examples which show political
instability in
Western countries that
proclaim themselves
the leaders of the
world or the
so-called
superpowers
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France: France recently entered a political
deadlock and if the situation continues, then a
‘democratic crisis’ can be the best way to sum
it up. In France, legislative elections play a very
important role similar to that in India, and
show people’s interest in politics. But this time
it was quite astonishing to see the poll rate fall
drastically. Even though
two
months
after
President Macron was
re-elected against farright candidate Marine
Le Pen, the French
people did not turn
out in overwhelming
support of their
president’s party.
Only 46% of
the registered
actually cast a
vote which
shows the
loss
of
faith
in
the French government and ‘a crisis at heart.’
France’s legislative results are a significant
setback for Macron often called the ‘Jupiter’. The
president’s coalition, Together (Ensemble), fell
44 seats short of an absolute majority, winning
245 seats, down by more than
100
seats from his previous mandate.
This is the first time in 20 years
that a newly-elected (or reelected) president failed to win
an absolute majority.

was expected earlier. Biden entered office facing
daunting crises – only to be hit with more crises
that have actually shaken the political stability
of the US. Though the US is trying to dominate
the international political sphere (condemning
Russia’s actions), it is facing an internal crisis.
People of the US are unhappy with the functioning
of its own government with the number of
mass killings increasing day to day which has
compromised the security of the citizens. In order
to retain the glory that the US once exercised in
both, the international and domestic spheres,
it is vital that it uses its diplomacy and military
strategies in such a way that they go hand in hand.
If the USA does not change its style of working
then it may lead to the nation slipping further and
questions regarding the legitimacy of its actions
will continue to be raised.
Whilst western countries fail to address domestic
issues yet try to intervene in every other global
problem, the Russian Federation is playing its
own Great Game. The future may be uncertain
but one thing can be said with profound evidence:
an enormous wave of
change is coming.
-Trayambak Pathak
&
Atharva Agarwal

The United States of America: 		
Though the present conflict is taking place
between Russia and Ukraine but politically,
gradually and militarily, it is becoming between
the two world powers: the USA
and Russia. After Trump lost the
elections, the US believed that it
would retain the glory that it once
had in the late twentieth century.
However, it is now observed that
the events are contrary to what

XIXI
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KILLING JOURNALISTS
IN ISRAEL

This conflict has been going on for more than a
century with casualties of over sixty thousand and
still remains unsolved. This article is going to talk
about the Israel-Palestine Conflict. Before getting
into details about the killings of journalists in
Israel, let us learn some details about the conflict.
Israel’s battle with Palestine extends back to the late
eighteenth century. This conflict started with Israel
taking control of Jerusalem, while the Palestinians
claim to claimed East Jerusalem as the capital of a
future Palestinian state. This was the start of it all, the
war that would extend for years to come. The war has
also been referred to as one of the most enduring
conflicts to ever take place.
On the 11th of May, a journalist, Shireen Abu Akleh
of Al Jazeera, was shot and killed due to clashes
between the Israeli and Palestinian police which
took place in Jenin. This incident sparked an outrage
from the Palestinians. When the UN looked into the
matter, it was discovered that this incident took place
while Israeli forces were making military arrest raids.
Palestinian leaders said that Israel could not be trusted
to investigate the killing, while Israeli officials said
that Palestinians had refused to provide the bullet in
order to hide the truth. At least 26 Palestinians have
been killed - including assailants shot dead while
carrying out attacks, or militants and civilians killed
during Israeli raids and in confrontations in the West
Bank. A similar incident took
place on the 26th of June when Israeli forces fatally
shot a Palestinian journalist named Ghufran Harun
Warasneh on Wednesday, as she was heading for her
new job with a local media network in the occupied
West Bank city of Hebron. Tragic events like these
are taking place due to the Israeli – Palestine
Conflict with common citizens
being
victims
on
a
regular basis. According
to english.amayadeen.com,
Israel killed five times as
many Palestinians in 2022
than they did in 2021. ‘Is
XII

the killing of people normal?’ No, it is not. The
killing of innocent people in a war is not normal.
In 1991, Despite tremendous effort exerted by the
Madrid Peace Conference to resolve the IsraeliPalestinian conflict through a two-state solution,
the war couldn’t be resolved and has been going on
since. UNESCO has documented 21 professional
journalists who have died in Israel and the
Occupied Palestinian Territory since 2002. Killing
of people like these who are just giving back to the
community is not okay!
‘What was the response of world leaders on this?’
Leaders like Joe Biden have taken the matter
directly in their hands. His
administration has invited the family of Shireen
Abu Akleh to the United States to be able to sit
down and engage with the matter directly. In
India, over a hundred journalists wrote to the
Israeli Prime Minister on May 16, 2022 to demand
‘Justice in death’. On the killing of journalists, this
was the response of the
United Nations “We urge an independent,
transparent investigation into her killing. Impunity
must end.” In the end, I would like to say that war
and the killings are not helping. It affects the world
and brings loss and despair to the people. The
sooner the two middle-eastern
countries realize it, the better.
Divyam Duggal
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THE WAY FORWARD FOR
PEACE
According to an African adage, ‘When two elephants
fight it is the grass that gets trampled.’ Ukraine might
eventually turn out to be the real victim if diplomacy
does not take its course.
You’ve been living under a rock if you haven’t heard
about the war between Russia and Ukraine. In recent weeks, the world media has been captivated by
tensions between the two countries over the latter’s
attempt to join the US-led North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Because Ukraine was a member
of the erstwhile Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
(USSR), Russia and its president Vladimir Putin do
not want Kyiv to remain in the hands of the West indefinitely.
Putin, on the other hand, would like Ukrainians to remain culturally and politically within Russia’s sphere
of influence. Ukraine’s democracy is seen as a danger
by Russia. And it’s becoming evident that Russia and
China, its closest partner, are fed up with the current
world order, which is characterised by American attempts to impose western values on other nations.
They both want a new system, to have a say and a stake
in world events, but the big question is whether their
drive for it would lead to war, with Ukraine and Taiwan serving as catalysts.

Many say supporters of the revolt violated Ukraine’s
sovereignty, and that the United States’ possible role
in the situation resulted in Russia’s annexation of
Crimea and the insurrection in the Donbass region
of Donetsk and Luhansk. Russia and China are both
concerned about Washington’s hidden influence in
the Hong Kong riots of 2019, the Arab Spring in the
Middle East and North Africa, anti-government protests in Belarus, and even the instability in Kazakhstan in 2022.
Despite indicating that it is “quite open” to Moscow’s
concerns, NATO recently rejected the demand that
Ukraine never join, claiming that the country has the
legal right to do so.
However, I feel it is necessary to respond to Russia’s
requests without breaking the law. Some suggest
that Section 23 of the Bucharest Summit Declaration
of 2008, which states that Ukraine “will become” a
NATO member, should be partially withdrawn.

Ukraine is now a “aspiring country” that has yet to
acquire a Membership Action Plan to join NATO, but
it has failed to demonstrate progress on key criteria
such as fighting corruption and settling issues with its
neighbours. Opponents feel Ukraine’s status should
be revoked as a result of this. In reality, some NATO
members have spoken out against Ukraine’s memberI am convinced that a neutral Ukraine, which does not ship, including Croatia’s president and a top German
join NATO and does not ally with Russia, will bene- military officer.
fit Europe’s and the world’s stability. The Helsinki Final Act (1975), the Charter of Paris (1990), and the The world cannot afford a nuclear war, and Europe
Istanbul Document (1999) all indicate that NATO’s will not be able to handle a refugee crisis that could
open-door policy is against’ spheres of influence,’ but arise from such a disaster. Although the world is
emphasises that governments must not increase their deeply divided by opinions and beliefs, confrontation
security at the expense of other states. As a result, the and provocation should not be tolerated. A peaceful,
Kremlin has three demands:
impartial Ukraine is Europe’s and the world’s best
chance.
• Ukraine will never be a member of NATO, through
to a written agreement.
• There will be no alliance weapons stationed near
Russian borders.
Vishal Kumar Gupta
• NATO military must withdraw from Central and
Eastern Europe.
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This Day, That Year
4th August

1578

The
Portuguese armies
of
King
Sebastian—
who was allied with the
deposed Moroccan sultan
al-Mutawakkil—invaded
Morocco but were defeated
by the Sa’dī sultan ‘Abd
al-Malik in the Battle

1704

Gibraltar captured by
Britain

1789

1790

The National French
Constituent
Assembly
meets and issues the
first
decrees
that
abolish
centuries
of
feudalism in France
U.S. Secretary of the Treasury Alexander Hamilton
established the Revenue
Marine Service, which became the U.S. Coast Guard.

1914

In response to the German
invasion of Belgium,
Great Britain
entered
World War I, declaring
war
on
Germany.

1918

Adolf Hitler receives
the Iron Cross first
class for bravery on the
recommendation of his
Jewish superior, Lieutenant
Hugo
Gutmann
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This Day, That Year
5th August

1882
1884
1914

1962

1966

1974

2014
XV

Martial law is imposed in
Japan.

Cornerstone for Statue of Liberty laid on
Bedloe’s Island (NYC)
Battle of Liège: first
battle of WWI, massive
German assault on
forts around Belgium
city of Liège led by
Erich
Ludendorff
Nelson
Mandela
arrested for incitement
and
for
illegally
leaving South Africa.
Martin
Luther
King Jr. stoned during Chicago march
US President Richard
Nixon admits he withheld information about
Watergate
break-in.
Obama signs The Iron
Dome Bill providing
$225 million in additional funding for Israel’s Iron Dome defense
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